
Kitchen Planning Guide
How to start your kitchen design and installation process 

so you save time and possibly money

The first step in a successful kitchen installation or renovation is to write down what you want in your dream kitchen (you can 
always edit this if restricted by budget) start by aiming at the stars so to speak and you'll reach the top of the mountain at 
least.. To help you through this process and some of the key decisions you will make along the way, we have prepared a simple 
checklist.

Do you need to have your new kitchen ready for a particular date or event?
What sort of Kitchen style do you think you'd like eg modern, traditional or contemporary?
Pintrest.com is a great place to get ideas . Bookmark these and then we come over for the measure up we can get a picture of 
what you're both thinking.  We'll also be able to add some ideas based on our experience which will 
help us all to have the same sharp picture of what you'd like.

What sort of budget do you have in mind?  For example a budget Kitchen might be $12,000 installed (that’s the basics 
designed well but with nothing to set your kitchen apart), mid level $22,000- $25,000 and a premier quality kitchen… well that 
depends on the scope and materials used. There are no fixed packages.  Each project is unique.  To get an idea what everything 
will cost working with your space, the  best thing to do is to ask a few questions when we come out and measure as it is very 
difficult to give you an accurate idea without first sseeing what space we have to work with. Then we can give you some 
feedback to help work out your how to get the most of your budget and space.

Do you have any special design features you want to include?
Perhaps based cuttings you have taken out of magazines or on Pinterest?
If so please bookmark these images so we can have a look when we come out -we have even better idea of what you’d like to 
achieve.  Magazine cuttings a great because you can write notes on them or highlight parts that you really like. All of this helps 
with the collaborative design process.

What size pantry is on your wishlist?  Have you seen the pull out rack variety or do you prefer a traditional shelved pantry. 
What appliances do you wish installed and if so do you have their dimensions? This will also help to have on hand before we 
come over to measure.

What do you require for your bench top – style , colour, durability, stone or laminate.  Again if you are not sure we can work this 
out together we we meet the second time to present our first concepts

Is your kitchen part of a larger open plan space or is your kitchen within it's own separate room and self-contained? This will 
aid in defining the colours and textures used if  part of a larger space so that your kitchen works cohesively with other 
elements in the area

Do you have any colours  you'd like to match to match? Start this process by getting some free colour charts from your local 
hardware or paint store. Just go along If possible, have the colour charts /swatches ready when we drop out to see you or 
bring them with you when you drop into our showroom and see us.  We have a wide variety of Textures and styles in our office 
and show room so it's well worth a trip

Do you have a way you prefer to work in the Kitchen eg from left to right or right to left? 
This will influence the design layout
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